
Lyrics – Valyria - Into The Dying of Time - 2018 

1. The Final Empire  

Instrumental 

 

2. Steel Inquisition 

 

Solo - Andrew 

 

World of Ash  

 

Born in the shade  

Of forgotten history  

In the Pits of Hathsin,  

A hero forged,  

Destiny reclaimed  

 

World of inequity  

Stagnation under tyranny  

City of spires,  

And splendid keeps,  

Thousands live in chains  

 

Is there a way to challenge a god?  

Living demon of metal, synthesized  

Our band of thieves will search for a way  

Armed with secret arts of magic and trickery  

 

New chance at life  

In the veil of obscurity  

Waif from the streets  

In the guise of nobility,  

Set free  

 

She is one with the luminous night  

Bestowed with a new sense of pride  

 

Through black night we fly,  

With mist by our side  

Fear the ones with the spikes  

In their eyes  

Luthadel skies,  

A path to decide  



Fear the face of the Steel Inquisition  

 

Masters of Metal 

Agents of Steel  

Demons of night surreal  

Made with tainted hemolurgy  

Drive the spikes  

Through their hearts  

Walking signs of oppression  

 

Mistborn  

Allomantic assassin,  

Mankind's only hope  

Build an army to usurp the throne  

 

Through black night we fly,  

With mist by our side  

Fear the ones with the spikes  

In their eyes  

Luthadel skies,  

A path to decide  

Fear the face of the Steel Inquisition  

 

Rebel army destroyed,  

Hope lost  

The Survivor slaughters the Inquisition  

Sacrifice for us all  

 

Solo - Jeremy 

 

In aftermath  

Our hero lies broken  

He challenged a god  

and became a legend  

One more chance,  

Armed with hidden metal  

She steels away  

With hope and fury inside  

 

Stares into his eyes,  

Emperor of lies,  

Sees the face of  

The defier of time  



A fragile god,  

His empire lost  

Fear the face of the Steel Inquisition 

 

 

3. Tome of Shattered Vessels 

 

Now awake 

Feel this weight on my soul 

Slivers of pure light 

Will dance forever 

 

Ezekiel’s wheel on high 

It shimmers and fades from my sight 

 

Shattered and lost 

The Name of God 

Emanates in ten hidden paths 

Nation destroyed 

By Roman wrath 

Temple raped and broken 

Tradition lost 

But we survive 

Linger in shadow of our might 

He guides it still 

Shapeless shape 

 

Carved in stone 

I close my eyes and find I’m not alone 

Speak old words 

Invoke the voice that cannot be heard 

Divine mirror 

Moon of my nights I leave you all my fear 

Shatter these vessels 

And create once more 

 

In my days of fire 

I played with Words of Life 

 

Neath the whirling towers of Prague 

Blood is spilled 

Hewn a man of dirt and stone    

Spells found in lost tome 

Marked with the sign of truth  

On its brow 

 



 

Crush Christian heads  

Avenge all our dead 

  

Maharal he guards us all 

But this beast he cannot control 

Power of god 

In hand of man 

By the lost tome gifted 

Hubris and pride 

Yet we survive  

Golem lies in the attic high 

Lock it away, failed shape 

 

Carved in stone 

I close my eyes and find I’m not alone 

I speak old words 

Invoke the voice that cannot be heard 

Divine mirror 

Moon of my nights I leave you all my fear 

Shatter these vessels 

And create once more 

 

Solo - Jeremy 

 

In to the warp and weft 

I will trace these paths 

That no hand can grasp 

 

Solo - Andrew 

 

Falling into the dying of time 

I will be gone 

Here no voice echo 

Falling into the dying of time 

A path beyond 

But its words will carry on 

 

4. Of Sky and Sea 

 

Missing from the land 

That has no place for dreams 

Taken to a forgotten world 

An unfamiliar place awaits 

An unknown presence sweeps them off their feet 

 



Take me there 

I must see 

My precious heir 

Set them free 

 

Above me I can see 

The fear of death in their eyes 

Somebody get them down 

Name your price, I’ll see to it 

 

Far from the world that I’ve once known 

This place brings back strange memories 

 

The man with the steel hand 

He challenged me to fight 

To reclaim my children 

Three days for me to prepare 

I fill my lungs with air 

And exhale a fear filled breath 

 

Neverland 

My recollection fades 

What wonders do you hide? 

In a place as vast as this 

The lost boys claim me as 

Someone with a past 

Of wonder and belief 

Hidden in lost legacies 

Regain clarity 

 

Prove your worth, draw your blade 

In the sand the choice is made 

The acts that shaped your past 

Face the bold truth of today 

 

Changes in me 

Seek my destiny 

 

My time is running thin 

I must remember who I am 

This relic hidden deep within 

A place beneath the earth 

Awaken, reminisce 



My sorrowed years gone by 

Take me there 

I must see 

My precious heir 

Set them free 

 

I see my life 

Truth realized 

My purpose found 

I take a leap 

 

I miss the ground 

 

Fly as I did before 

See beyond the ocean’s shore 

 

Solo – Jeremy 

Solo – Andrew 

 

Far from the world that I’ve once known 

This place brings back strange memories 

 

The man with the steel hand 

He challenged me to fight 

To reclaim my children 

Three days for me to prepare 

I fill my lungs with air 

And exhale a fear filled breath 

 

Far from the world I’ve once known 

I have reclaimed my memories 

The man with the steel hand 

Has fallen once again 

Consumed by the beast he had slain 

My blade I have passed on 

To lead into new dawn 

Returning to the place we belong 

 

Neverland 

 

5. The Crossing 

 

I'm not myself 



But I have become so much more 

System, Factory,  

Numbers collapse in my mind 

 

Awake, and read the dreams inside still life 

Gatekeeper, all my wonders have fled away 

Hold this skull, a mystery in my two hands 

guided by her voice, I seek to understand 

 

Deep beneath the city’s rattle 

Hidden mage lingers in shadow 

Sound removal 

Empty message 

Calcutech 

My final process 

 

A story 

Written in these bones 

Of a being 

That never existed 

 

Augury 

This sophistry 

They pierce my eyes  

To see the dreams 

 

Solo - Andrew 

 

I can feel this yearning fading for my soul 

Something lost, still dancing by the seaside 

 

Sleep now, 

In this afterlife of ghosts 

As the time runs out so does all hope  

Carved, 

In my heart and in my mind 

Will it be my last night tonight? 

 

Victim of a fate 

That I can’t foresee 

Something inside of me 

Dying to be unleashed 

Sunlight, 

Sever the shadow behind me 

Take my hand 

Last time before 



This world ends 

 

Sleep now, 

In this afterlife of ghosts 

As the time runs out so does all hope 

Carved, 

In my heart and in my mind 

Here will always be my wonderland 

 

Solo – Jeremy 

Solo - Andrew 

 

Sleep now, 

In this afterlife of ghosts 

Time has gone by there is no more hope 

Crossed, 

Through my heart and out my mind 

I dwell in my dreamland tonight 
 

6. Floating World 

 

See gold sun rise 

Grounded 

By weight and form so real 

Longing to break from this sphere 

So hateful 

Warfare 

Our nation writhes corrupted 

Wracked with strain  

Of pointless conflict 

 

Science 

A path to stars we’ve charted 

Skyward distraction  

of aging dreamers 

Hopeless 

Spend your days so idle 

Search for purpose in dissolution 

 

She speaks tongues of god 

My whiskey haze 

Clean the corpse and pass the light now 

 

Train your eyes  

and gaze on high  

The heavens where I rest 



On wings of fire 

At last above it all 

 

Stellar call 

This challenge we must give answer 

Seeking path of grace 

To float away from this world 

 

Of shame and lust 

Her disgrace, my poisoned cup 

 

No hope is everlasting 

Know this 

Oh, crying kingdom 

 

Solo - Andrew 

 

Train your eyes  

and gaze on high 

the heavens where I rest 

On tower of brimstone 

Leaving her below 

 

Stellar call 

This challenge we must give answer 

Seeking path of grace 

To float away  

Glimpsing Gaia’s crown 

 

Above weeping world 

Witnessing the gold sun rise again 

 

Speak a prayer for the lost 

Onward grinds time’s slow march 

 

Solo - Jeremy 

 

God is memory 

Guard our history 

 

7. Into the Dying of Time 

Instrumental 


